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protohistory 

exper'mental history 

for from foundations 

petunias whither 

nor pinched for they all whither 

and they keep coming 

a breath a spirit 

and a body claims what is 

oxygen spirit 

wandered defiance 

forward motion unconcerned 

what is forgotten 

entropy decay 

a separates move will full 

until they dissolve 
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why am I being 

prevented learning something 

in a future of 

and san francisco 

streetcars from a rooftop down 

sounds nor wharf in mind 

and new orleans a 

three single bed room a sink 

one inch gap 'neath door 

and west of winn'peg 

cardboard walls and a shower 

toward med'cine hat 

and to throw in place 

no trav'ling accomplishment 

and a compass next 
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and holiday inn 

washington district for wait 

prefer not to fly 

traveling report 

were it mentioned journalism 

photojournalism 
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powder is not groomed 

out of bounds to go beneath 

rope says out of bounds 

Jupiter park city 

alta snowbird solitude 

standing still snow slide 

Mormon church in rome 

whether a shared foundations 

jesus peter saints 

Catholic shaman 

a qualifications of 

catholic being 

Nor am I ordained 

nor carry author'ty nor 

have represented 
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Voo doo feminine 

sacred feminine native 

was not my calling 

Death is a stillness 

from what I see is quiet 

I mention only 

Bumble bee pollen 

walnut local walnut drop 

a hawk a rabbit 

Recreational 

gynecology a frame 

vagina prefer 

Publishing printer 

double sided by the reams 

a long arm stapler 
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Lakes clouds grass apple 

cloud hummingbird seaweed pine 

stone cat tail maple 

Frog leaves lilies birch sun 

pollen horizon duck bee 

weeping willow song 

Electric fence snail 

garter snake black berries rice 

cran berries muck slime 

Blue gill night crawlers 

quick sand birch ice undergrowth 

water spider spring milk 

Musk rat glacier reed  

snow drift corn stubble fox spore 

moccasin walnut 
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Hawk at my wind shield 

slow lane towards hawk I see 

not so much afraid 

Neighbors animals 

mine are the borrowed intents 

of the animals 

Rabbits eating grass 

do rabbits eat grass presence 

docile eye contact 

Hawk would eat rabbit 

would a rabbit run to where 

does grass taste so good 

Fallacy of hawk 

is an eagle better and 

four foot wing span first 
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Material handler 

the ham people ear people 

i s m give ism 

Ology refrain 

science is affective were 

data thus considered 

Geography listen 

and I claim first tier because 

I too listen as 

Secondary source is 

heard repeated herbart said 

translated a source 

Intimidation 

never an invitation 

the object is said 
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Lady bug a cloud 

sun flower dandelion 

water butter fly 

Clam sand tide wave break 

river deposit 

dunes and a moon 

Tunnel eastern shore 

clam spaghetti catholic 

Catholic wafer 

Hydration water 

nature lake melted snow spring 

rain storm clarity 

Air prose water prose 

mention god God [_od] were said 

originally 
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Conscientious objection 

selective service object 

standard of living 

Beagle saint bernard 

dog four legs ground domestic 

wild wolf inherit 

Cause is thunderstorm 

tornado silence no wind 

nor lightning lit sky 

Overheard they said 

this and that everyone 

vocabulary 

Lock and a key is 

reference a department 

a something inside 
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Barber shop with razor 

salon clipper number four 

scissors top blended 

Alcohol home brew 

and marijuana home grown 

bees wax honey change 

Silent click a tire 

walked a bicycle foot bridge 

mounted down a hill 

Intention a thought 

observance a foundation 

past and environment 

Applied ed'cation 

philosophy hyphen ism 

practice history 
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Original bus 

original roller blades 

original skis 

Registration tags 

official acknowledgment 

having registered 

Improvisation 

theatre improvision 

nor acting interest 

Dirt trail packed dirt trail 

single track double track jeep 

familiar land 

Opposite ends of 

a middle yet reference 

a center mentioned 
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Legislative cause 

representation I vote 

return to int'rest 

A walk straight jacket 

meriter clinic precinct 

vote democratic 

Never not wanted 

to kiss you never not wanted to kiss you 

The rain and to stop 

ambient the air smell ground 

pattered and wetness 

Exile never to 

have been born birth certif'cate 

baptismal certif 
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Are you planning an 

evolutionary cause 

teleology 

Prayer reference 

church good wishes forward 

history silent 

The watch leather strap 

no second hand battery 

for wear and for time 

Intersection is 

contest to disinterest 

nor a permission 

The candid calling 

when the sky a tornado 

upon a stillness 
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Anonymous hairy 

left side left nostril breathing 

[above] is your name 

I have seen through what 

is once presented value 

is represented 

Dorsal polity 

atween esophageal 

way and spine column 

Disbelief is a 

rain storm said completed the 

language was once hold 

Elements of place 

geopolitic a voters 

were there agreement 
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Home town gone back wards 

histories and entropy 

beneath who does claim 

Sparkling water glass 

straight back chair a concept 

ever sparkling full 

Five o clock is news 

local channels nor cable 

at four fifty eight 

Poetry writing 

nonfiction fiction form and 

content catholic 

Reconstruction lot 

reclamation philos'phy 

material art 
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Which old testament 

is that indigenous writ 

eye for an eye said 

Questions nor I ask 

and to say from here language 

a company is 

Garage empty a 

bicycle and recycling 

motor cycle spot 

Essential begun 

which old testament 

is an assembly 

Perspective is 

reference 

nest 
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Easter there is no 

east eastern greenwich mean time 

an atomic clock 

Long days and a turn 

indefatigable I 

were it interest 

Decomposition 

mush room decay moon or no 

were a sun rise spore 

Entemology 

spider molt inna web near 

the spider corner 

Introduce death I 

have only seen nor witnessed 

were it but stillness 
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Folk lore tradition 

oral history and myth 

blue corn meal is grown 

Batting cage token 

thirty five miles per hour fast 

little league machine 

Flames that look like blades 

burn through tobacco and sage 

with good intentions 

An other to a 

prosperity may or may 

not be referenced 

Respiration is 

ecological a tree 

algae mammal bee 
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Immaterial 

requires no conversation 

itself a concept 

Facility cross 

construction a church workers 

interim chapel 

An hostility 

animal training persists 

were free will dogma 

Clay and formation 

and left to dry in the sun 

becomes hard and old 

Soon an autumn leaves 

colors and to the earth just 

and dormant trees then 
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Predator mammal 

that eats predator mammals 

prepared properly 

If I were going 

to write about war I would 

not use the word war 

Exposure is frame 

their demonstration [what] nor 

teleology 

The best mask in the 

world regarding corona 

virus is paper 

Were collateral 

straight back chair table and a 

glass sparkling water 
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Education haiku 

five seven five as any 

reference learner 

Fence line toward an 

horizon sides of a road 

red soil sunflowers 

On voluntary 

and involuntary on 

submission on trust 

Lingerie matching 

mature for fifty two times 

and I feigning sleep 

Offense and whether 

offense is intended were 

 church of god said [I am god] and were it I mentioning such involuntarily 

 nor 

 and 

 were turn around fair play 

 and 

 which old testament were it not said an eye for an eye 

 mention 

 I am Catholic I am catholic 

 and 

 mention jack kerouac said [I am god] 
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Paper appearance 

black ink blackest ink and gold 

a painters brush held 

Professional discern 

moral forms and what content 

nor a slogan I 
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White caps motor boat 

I have seen scummier scum 

cloud clouds people sounds 

Lake fishing pier worm 

bobber wait blue gill sun fish 

perch stringer release 

Water towers scape 

sail boat gulls open water  

lake smell butterfly 

Death rites and dying 

rituals for the living 

practice and study 

Hippie [hippy] cause 

naming ceremonies lore 

origins given 
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For profit schooling 

a teacher may or may not 

include class room rent 

Mississippi float 

canoe through locks with barges 

fifteen hundred miles 

Drying corn in fields 

near autumn notice low sun 

then tractors harvest 

Old glasses vision 

re adapts to a former 

prescription [huxley] 

Applied mimicry 

evolution theory 

dairy breeding is 
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What does it mean to 

let such as an allowance 

were such authority 

Why would I want to 

go to harvard 

Language itself is 

a form in which content is 

introduced returned 

Lancaster nurses 

do what they are told because 

they are supposed to 

Home brewing process 

wort yeast ferment corn sugar 

rested conditioned 
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one] 

inferential to 

natural law be nature 

thought catholicism 

two] 

inferential to 

summa theology were 

ones own testament 

three] 

inferential to 

obligation witness a 

presence may be said 

four] 

inferential to 

canon a spiritual 

condition social 

five] 

an uncertainty 

whether a church is implied 

in natural law 
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[marshfield] 

Marshfield thrift store sleep 

finding marshfield corn land night 

sun rise wait the doors 

Inside three stories 

cassette player revlon knives 

aging thrift store clean 

Driving north day light 

stop light right hand side dark ness 

whether secur'ty 

Memoir introduced 

chapter by chapter said age 

wait for its complete 

Aim aesthetics art 

poems sound material 

clock  

 [of an orgy than three pairs] 
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Alive or dead she 

macys coffee flagstaff art 

yellow vw bug 

Corrections profit 

reinforcement locked in cell 

incident reports 

Curriculum k twelve 

this is why I believe what 

I do [that] study 

Lectern atween 

subject is morality 

third grade end of hall 

What did not sound off 

in wisc'nsin [cascadia] 

[sound] marquette jesi 
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I will say it soft 

and be the only one 

incorrigible 

Dry cleaned shirt hanging 

plastic bag child warning light 

starch sometimes folded 

Batting cage third grade 

moral philosophy pen 

fresh air and contact 

Disciples said language 

of education said he 

form 

 my perspective 

Wind the door open 

near autumn coolness walnuts 

over cast this morning 
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Orphanage sitting 

in corner smoking for the 

first time cigarettes 

Inna direction 

land marks from a distance for 

sight to stand ref'rence 

Brown univers'ty 

medicine wondering a 

responsibil'ty 

Neglect is a scar 

on my right ankle a cast 

small wooden crutches 

Exposure unto 

degradation and what falls 

then dust eventual 
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Not a mind reader 

mark of the devil two I 

unspoken witness 

Chipmunks on the tree 

no squirrel baffles on the 

feeder meant for birds 

Sweet corn field corn stalk 

stole two ears from a neighbor 

nor eaten left too long 

Daddy long legs wait 

harvester eats mold nor sleep 

on my screen a glance 

No surrogates nor 

replacement for what time is 

sooner begun [garage] 
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The spoken poet 

spoken word spoken for [no] 

rap said spoken is 

Started discipline 

and a habits imposed for 

productivity 

Were a suffering 

nor eternal damnation 

nor relented way 

Tobacco grain or 

candle wick inside a cheek 

cigarette a flame 

Justice 

sexuality 

eugenics 
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figure drawing 

Figure drawing field 

paper and again pencil 

turned upon the next last 

Two breasts vagina 

hands on knees shoulders features 

two breasts vagina 

From behind hair pulled 

aside seated bottom shaped 

by a wooden bench 

Right left hands from each 

feminine shadow and my 

position to want 

Breasts neck and down to 

navel arms raised exposes an 

aereolis front 
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Crepuscular light 

twilight conversational 

old lady and I 

ae 

Bracket vari'ties 

bracket brack'ted bracketin 

north carolina pharm 

Place names for place names 

a first were known as begun 

and traveled forward 

Brain a floor above 

presidency what is your 

divinity [nerve] 

Observation deck 

WCER view 

holy water view 
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My lesson will be 

inclusive of your lesson 

spoken and written 

no lesson presently 

Am waiting for your 

lesson to be completed 

afore param'ters 

Soul from a wild thing 

costume pacific northwest 

where the wild things are 

Open micro phone 

led zepp'lin u 2 white stripes 

[said] this may get loud  

Incorrigible 

mike caputo fbi 

lobotomy 

federal psychiatric care 

[ | ] 
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free verse 

nor I write other peoples' poetry 

eight and a half by eleven 

are you seeing it then if you look in the mirror 

immaterial intimidation I do not fear 

where education starts 

behaviorism 

applied education philosophy-ism 

in high school may or may not have been the center of conversation or attention 

character reference mayor paul soglin 

character reference chazen museum prefer to madison museum of contemporary art 

and I volunteer at the madison public library central library book store since 

two thousand and fifteen 

plus 

plus 

liberation theology 

ivan ilich illich 

every child should have a radio 

nineteen fifties 

coming to mind 

an exterior and said 

in a moment recognized with out an exercise of designation 

upon 

were a question of language and whether language were required for an 

idea to exist 

whether language were required for an idea to exist 

on the varieties of certainty 

I can only mention one 

fish 

water 
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words I choose to keep out side of my being 

incestuous 

obesity 

eugenics 

three words together that concern me 

justice 

sexuality 

eugenics 

regarding adultery 

whether it were the same to say thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's wife 

the ten commandments 

moses 

regarding adultery 

whether a wife adulterated voluntarily or involuntarily may be first 

a question of victimization 

and were there a perpetrator to say what restraint 

and later to ask what penalty or penalties may or may not apply 

free verse end to end top to bottom 

a flower pots cleared of flowers and set aside for the winter and to be 

put into use next spring 

again 

and the garden hose into the garage still draining water 

can be pushed to the side 

to make room for 

stephanie l b or karen t m vehicle on the left side of the two car garage 

because 

my volkswagen is on the right side 

each side of the garage has its own door and has an opener 

the interior of the garage is a common space shared by the vehicle vehicles 

as well as a bicycle used to bicycle 

there is also an extra outside parking space just across 

the condominium driveway were there three vehicles including mine 

which needed a place such as a vehicle parking place to park 

just to mention a general niceties is to say 

a phone call or an email 

would be gladly received 
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indigenous german milwaukee metropolitan area inclusive of 

new berlin and waukesha 

aryan cross plains 

mount horeb tyrol basin september twelve green grass 

telemark skiing 

whether to urinate on the ground is cause for a word such as 

animalism 

in my instance I do say I had to urinate 

an animal verbally self identified as an animal or an animal which may commonly 

be referred to as being among the taxonomic kingdom animalia I do not use the 

word individual and as indicated by your own self identity I do not recognize 

as person 

because 

as to perpetration and victimization 

after world war two nineteen forty five 

there were the consequences of sixty five billion dollars 

paid by the germans to the jews 

there may or may not have been a hand shake 

this is two thousand and twenty 

a matter of perpetrator and victim such as the german perpetrators and 

the jewish victims 

to have heard a phrase such as we are not ready yet by 

1 perpetrator 

the perpetrator does not get to choose 

nor a morality of war itself having experienced such in a way 

2 victim 

the victim gets to choose 

and may or may not expect accommodations 

liberal forty at age fifty 

drops of marijuana extract forty liberal drops of marijuana extract 

last harvest it was liberal eighty 

consumed with two ounces of water into a stomach just drink it down 

chico california 

protopipe could not get the bottom off to clean it 

try doctor grabow from walgreens with a preferred charcoal filter 

they are hard to find otherwise the paper filters prevent inhalation of 

burning material 

chico california 

two bottles of chico mead 
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ink 

night 

cigarette 

moon 

star 

star 

crickets 

folk lore 

ethnoastronomy 

and of the dead 

and of the giving 

and of the receiving 

and of contracts and implied contracts upon 

oral histories 
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immaterial invention 

smoke and incense is not required 

nor an accidents of decay for reinvention 

immaterial invention is 

intentional is a prayer were it a prayer 
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philosophy of cave dwelling 

because the rain 

so the carnivorous animals 

because the sun 

how to get to the cave if the entry of the cave were three trees high above the 

earth 

near to water 

inside of a cave is dark nor place for euchre 

inside of his mind jeff markee as mentioned in immaterial voice and just to 

mention my own similarly spelled name though pronounce differently 

an exterior of a walls are bleached pink from the sun during the hours in which 

a sun casts its rays from a proper position upon them because of their vertical 

arrangement 

if it was said two years ago why is it not still honored 

were it said hunting or gathering 

meat eating one hundred percent pork were farming excepting when a javelina is 

jumped on from above with a pointy stick to kill it 

prepared food is hunted or gathered 

fire is indicated as having been lit 

meat is removed from javelina bones by stones cracked to expose a sharp edge 

gathered berries maybe 

did I mention it is dark in a cave particularly were javelina skins are used to 

cover an entry 

a view of a wall facing an opposing wall or an opposing open space 

language 

sex 

clothing 
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lake luzern switzerland 

a structure with an interior hallway that spans the length of the building two 

stories tall 

a single bed and a counter 

out of the door a water body 

gravel 

lake geneva wisconsin 

spaghetti 
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frogs into crickets in wisconsin 

the sound of september near autumn 

the grass has not been cut in weeks and looks the same 

the crosswalks are newly painted 

a conditions of adversity upon a premise of 

an implied mentor hood 

frogs into crickets in wisconsin 

the largest of all 

the weight of the universe is one 

the smallest [ ] in the universe 
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categorical dismissal 

a squandered 

and a largeness introduced as more important than love 

begins 

a squandered 

and others may without a largeness introduced as more important than love 

anyway 

a squandered 

brown green hummingbird 

air pause dart sugar nectar 

away and 'nother 
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1 

I just get to know what you know 

2 

I do not think you would stop there 

3 

who mentions some one else's body without their consent 

meta 
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_on the aversions of paternalism parentalism_ 

were a want for legacy 

say an ascendancy is a precipice by which 

going down 

so I am told 

governor evers and stephanie marquis 

going down 

so I am told 

either way 

jack kerouac said I am god 

church burning 

the church had a cross above the door so I figured jesus 

and the garage sale across the street 

and went to saint thomas aquinas catholic parish corner of old sauk and gammon 

the chapel 

was not silent 

material 

sat on widener library steps 

twenty minutes 

a credentials 

vocationalism first meant to me clergy 

then meant industrial arts 

death threats one to a hundred one to a hundred one to a hundred and [56] take 

all you want 

a thing about flying over the earth 

is a containment in a pill shaped box and flown by and individual 

competent I hope 

chris faure sells retards on the retard industry website so he calls it 

audio 

stationary 

gotta go around constitutional-ism there is a membrane from bottom and top 

sides 
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sounds about 

awakening 

a bird 

about a quiet afternoon 

a humming bird a humming bird 

an occasional leaves 

at night a cars 

and I cannot hear the stars 

when the crickets 

and silence begun first in prayer 

and silence actual 

for sleep 

quickly 

unto the next started day 

and coffee 

percolating and softly upon 

a coleman camp stove 

inna kitchen 

mine 
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A redundancy of canon 

What becomes of age 
a geriatric condition is a mention of senility 
and ask again 
what becomes of age 

An elders wandered migrated 
it was in the direction of southwest 
the sauk people 
it was in the direction of southish from the bering strait 
an athabascan peoples I have read 

Personally 
a varietal purists of many lands european 
and where I begin is only a place were I to say just 
having been born 

A disciplinary 
a consequential 
the applied 
a teleologies and a reintroduction of the teleologies 

Taxidermy is a fine mention of stillness 
and the other histories including 
the slide image from 1850 ish of the topless selfie 
botany astronomy my final paper was on fossils in 
the marble at the state capital 

Politics too is a canon and revisited 
the origins of canon may predate [ ] 
and were there no variable as influential as language 
may be said too loudly 

To walk as a stanza is no memory but forward 
a poem having been written 
is not its own interpretation but mine 
I have not used the word righteous since nineteen ninety two 

Fiction is a softer word than truth 
and may recognize a shared foundations because 
an opposite is in some measured reference and 
wants for the same 

Church law 
oral tradition 
ritual 
decay and a warrants of what decay 
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internal people 

bubbly 
candid 
watch what I do to her 
frog 
dog eighteen inches tall twenty four inches long brown spots 
cave dwellers 

Compulsory 
in house suspension 
for throwing a snowball 
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I am not going to limit myself by finding my own opposite 

Arbitrary 
an opposite 

I have no opposite 

Because 
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I do not think in words I do not think in pictures 

Maybe I will say nothing and laugh 
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I can think whatever I think about whatever comes to mind 

And mention hitler the thrust of a sword into his dead heart 
for what is rumored because I was born in nineteen seventy 
six million jews if I am not mistaken on the news 
and my father was a world war two buff just hearsay never had a conversation 
mein kampf to him was a christmas gift from me 
watched a documentary with naked women stark women quietly in lines 
reparations sixty five billion dollars in nineteen forty five 
point plus 

So what about hitler 
he was a picture in nineteen forty three ish leni riefenstahl 
with his hand elevated as I had seen before 
triumph of the will 
aesthetics analytic film theory doctor lester hunt philosophy department university of 
wisconsin 

I visited a bunker I am not sure if it was hitlers 
I have seen the eagles nest 

mean look I would not want to have such anger and I do not say 
temper 

I can think whatever I think about whatever comes to mind 
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no biological entities 

Can [] reference 
new belgium starship india pale ale found locally if they call me back 
new belgium craft brewery located in fort collins and ashland 
if I am correct 

No biological entities 

The buried dead 
I cannot say if they are biological entities 
sounds like a prayer 

And were material material 

The craft of bodies 
include always faithful 
there are fingers toes beards ocular the body is not a governance is no map of 
communities though add what is not a metaphor foot chest was it you or karen in green 
running tights at track 

immaterial immaterial 
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does the Catholic Church want the Catholic Church 

Anatomy of reason is or is not philosophy of symbolic forms 

Because you were in the shower with me 

]this[ 

What is the Catholic Church 

Were there a need to know I had not considered 

I say yes 

There are two popes 

The elder said to pope francis 

No 

Because 

Priests should not be married in south america 

Consider age yet precedent as to there being two popes 

The 
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recreational archery medical archery 

Were it an entitlement to own a firearm 

A decriminalization of firearms is to say they were once criminal 

A firearm industry 

Archery is as darts goes because I have a dart board in my garage 

Ways of counting in concentric circles 

Triple twenty is higher than the bulls eye 

Who are you talking about academia 

It is a businessman said accountant inclusive of actuari-ness 

An accountant does no work inclusive of actuari-ness 

Recreational archery when it is like darts I say 

Medical archery and were it formation 

Medical archery is the same longbow six feet tall longbow 

And the archery club nearby is more than a range in a backyard 

Medical archery 

Why are they expecting me to schism 

Medical archery 

A decriminalization may be satisfactory 
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maybe the form is mine this time 

Xtx 
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in house suspension 

An hierarchy of needs have not been met 
sorry 
no war today 

There may have been intent involved 

Does the Catholic Church want the Catholic Church 

Recreational archery medical archery 

A good old younger daddy named missouri 

Behaviorism without regard to pathology 

Maybe the dead were wrong 
that may be why they were awakened 

How fast could a six vehicle vice presidential motorcade circumnavigate mackinac 
island starting at the port my guess the fastest it could be done is fifteen minutes 
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pseudo fork lift phobia 

Lifted six feet into the air 
the fork lift 
the pallet jack [palette] [pallet] 

I have not operated the sitting model 
and once to sit 
and once trained per formal training classroom including an operation with gaylords 
the reason I was not formally signed off was because 
I had submitted a two week notice 

A walking fork lift experience one year 

A phobia 
is a fear 
and to say marijuana is to say a urinalysis 
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bread crumbs 

Cress springs bakery a brick oven 

Sinsinawa 
Sinsinawa 

A bird may interfere in an interest of eating bread crumbs 

Leaving a trail is a start 
to return to 

I probably would not go gnat hunting 
I say this because gnats are not just any place 

And if a gnat habitat geographically here or there 
decide 
an appropriate precautions in relation to an environment 
I may suggest a spool of kite string 
as is used 
in a cave near oracle arizone were one so inclined because 
I have been lost in the same 
with a delta delta delta and then moved on to pi beta phi 

Apologies because it was my invitation to a cave I had only been in once and was not 
so confident of the way out after traveling a half mile and turning around and getting 
lost on the return 

A string may break on the way 
a bread crumbs may be eaten 

When I think of a name I think of something outside of my own 
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wine is grape juice before it is wine 

journalism poetry 

What is art 
representative 

August twenty two thousand and twenty common era [ce] 
after the death of christ 

A museum is not a church 
and whether nature is a church were it a museum 

A scabbard 

Phobia 
pseudo fork lift phobia 
fear of heights phobia I will remember 

Audio 

A mention of content and form 
is a disciplinary measure to say neither form nor content 
when a story is a story 
folklore an oral tradition 
ink 
recycled paper 

No one will remember this in fifteen minutes 

Now what 
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democratic national convention 
haggerty museum of art marquette university milwaukee wisconsin 

Culvers sauk city wisconsin 
sauk people from the north 
actually 
green bay started the sauk people 
migrated south west 
to sauk city prairie du sac 

I cannot say a democratic national convention august twenty two thousand twenty I was 
there the last scheduled day of four days 
saw no balloons 
saw no signs that said democratic national convention 
saw no lingering people 
there were 
barricades and there were no people to be barricaded 
saw law enforcement people with no people to enforce laws to 
there is a presidential election in november and I plan to vote for candidate joe 
biden whether he is old and kamala harris or whether he is old and president barack 
obama 

Sought marquette university milwaukee wisconsin yes the jesuit one 

Not far from a silver diner where an inexpensive cheeseburger exists 
went to mass jesuit 
because I was there at the double tree 

Pullman a caraffe 
starbuck thank you 

Haggerty art museum marquette university milwaukee wisconsin 
august twenty two thousand twenty noon 
the front door was locked I assume because of corona virus 
I assume 
I have not been convinced corona virus exists because 
I do not have corona virus 
I had visited the chazen museum in madison wisconsin two weeks ago 
and gained entry 

Culvers on the way home bacon double deluxe cheeseburger no pickles they put it on the 
top of the bun this time did I not say 
no pickles 

One hour home 
and poor road conditions 
I was recording on a sony digital audio recorder 
amen 
Dog star 

the chief star of the constellation canis major or minor 
esp sirius 
it was an oxford american english dictionary 
said so 
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a god without authority is not an unmoved mover 

By which authority is a relevant consideration considering 
others 

And were there a nature to divinity 
and were it obstructed by others [then] 
a social authorization is to a governed hindrance 

May be an inquiry [thus] 
and it is I 
I might only say because it is I to say perspective ultimately 
because 
how would I know of foreign interests 
and I am to notice a forces by there presence if not by what is expected of me 

Their heads pop up] 
not really [is not my word] [nor my {world}] just 
sounds the same 
actually they do pop up] 
were it a handy man to say otherwise 
just a breath like a bull one of six all the same 
dead is dead 
because 
how would I know of foreign interests 

The dimensions of jesus are five by seven by five by seven 
because 
I imagine his height to be five to seven feet tall 
I imagine his spread arms to be the same distance 
I imagine a wood cross vertical to be eleven feet because three feet of the vertical 
would need to be required to post into the ground though mentioned the down ward post 
at these bottom four feet may be otherwise employed by other materials and creativity 
of an individual or individuals 

a philosophical origins may be introduced in history 
because 
were there an arbitrarily elected time period 
in which 
a thought is begun 
what is a philosopher to consider though a thought if it is remembered and considered 
without reference to the time period 
itself 
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snow 
Home 
yellow 
not 
knot 
reason 
department 
old 
bannisters 
pipes on the underside of the ceiling 
archive 
library 
iris 
saint marys church in dubuque 
snow drifts 
headlights 
at night 
snow drifts 
the surface of pavement open and drifted and blown 
and from a direction and as tall as ten feet tall 
fifth grade and a snow day with my care giver paternal biological entity 
when agassiz chair was above tree line and we 
rode it above [mid] got off left the cat walk 
down to where upper bowl catwalk joined the upper bowl 
it was a snow day 
goggles frosted on the inside 
fingers cold 
side to side deep snow all the way down it was still snowing 
the skis were one hundred and fifty centimeters called fischer and 
had my name engraved on both skis horizontal to the direction of 
travel 
the leather downhill boots were from a garage sale and were 
uncomfortable 
I also used them in purgatory 
a year or two later I chose garmont ultra lights they were light and fit well though 
may have been cold 
my last pair tecnica tnt I donated to goodwill 
zero is not a number 
character 
free association 
group think 
meme 
the swiss dog the rescue dog the avalanche saint bernard saint barnard 
I am coming whether I move backwards or not 
different 
a day before conception one point plus to geriatric point plus 
this is not forensic poetry 
and 
and 
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the bones of the ear 

The anvil the stirrup the hammer 

The smallest bones in the human body of two hundred and six 

A desecration of a human body may or may not overlook the stirrup 

A single bone 

Enough to mention a potence of corruption of an act of desecration were a particular 
desecration intended 

And about ash 

May be otherwise budgeted as inevitable 

And a single bone or its equivalent of material may be otherwise budgeted as 
inevitable 

Were it said in the beginning 

Why I mention what is found after 

Was a story I heard 

Nor I mention 
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exclusion and inclusion 

A plexiglass separates a cashier and a customer 
she unintentionally banged her credit or debit card into the plexiglass to pay for a 
book 
my first day as a book seller 
after eight point plus years in social service 

][ 

Exterior brackets as mentioned by prity gracie 
I say 
]*[ 

An introduction to inclusion may be a question of why its introduction may or may not 
need be formalized 
may also lead to a consideration of its opposite said exclusion 

Opposites 
fiction is truth were fiction without reference 
though 
what is fiction without a foundation of truth perhaps an imagination 

Functional analysis of human behavior 
a problem behavior 
incorrigibility 
a diagnostic and statistical manual v behind the counter at barnes and noble west 
towne madison two hundred ten 
dollars in the shrink wrap 
incorrigibility 
is not in the diagnostic and statistical manual v 
shrink wrap not dizzy wrap 
as a prescription I am reluctant to acknowledge 

What I exclude 
what words do I insist on retaining because 
I do not take a word out of my dictionary 

At times I close the back door 
cats are nocturnal 
do I exclude her 
domestic 
and whether a barn cat is domestic I say yes and may be [another word for wild] 

What I exclude 
rather a selective inclusion 
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another last canto 
no not ezra pound this time 
dante 
beyond paradiso 
another last canto 

[by the Love which turns the sun and the other stars.]  (Dante Alighieri, Paradise 
[paradiso]) 

I too have wings were they required 
and I have no observation as when previously begun unto language 
and I have no language again 

[Beatrice] [Revelation] [purgatorio] (Purgatory) 
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making friends with the beast 

What is the beast 
is it a nation 
we call ourselves and 

The difference between me and you is 

The hypothetical beast 

And what it eats as opposed to what it eats 

I will bring my passport 

To buy beer for myself because they do not believe I am fifty 

Years old 

And I am no numbers person excepting to number my pages 
one two three 
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five olives a day 

Five olives a day 
I like the pistachio type 
or ones without pits when I am eating a salad 

untamed 

Comes to mind a wilderness 
no 
comes to mind an exterior I say wild 
no 
I do not imagine 
it is a fanged animal 
you 
and hairy 
and or careless 

The context 
is what I am a part of 
and whether I am untamed I have not considered otherwise 

Yes 
I did earn my bachelor of arts and not my bachelor of science as my diploma indicates 
and 
I did earn my master of education leadership emphasis education foundations four years 
later 

That is what I put on my resume 
to say 
at the time I am looking for a new job I put my most recent employment on the old 
resume 
and delete the furthest back one listed as chronologically last 
what else I mention 
I was also employed before I started updating my job after each ambition to move to 
another job 

untamed 

I heard the word untamed 
there was a cashier wore gloves behind a plexiglass coronavirus window 
a geriatric woman comes to purchase a dvd named knives out asks where to find knives 
out 
it is untamed 
nor I an animal trainer 
two employees assist 
that is all 

untamed 

Nor do I qualify an untamed-ness just to say 
what is exterior as 
that which cannot be controlled 
and for appearance for how else to identify a second coming 
were I to say monster 
it were my own security in relation to what exists 
or say 
it were my own defense 
in relation to nature I too say is 
untamed 

Ecology is a word 
someone is contracted to follow his line that it is not expected to make it that far 
[wisconsin sentiment re looking up bicep tricep in grays anatomy book] because 
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I forgot while looking at one upper arm larger than other and was later resolved 

Someone mentions resolved 

Not one to use the word line 
not one to use the word 
without consideration of the word and to say the word is introduced and not my own 

Not one to be [conversational] 
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a sentence 

A limits of inquiry 
were one to ask a question 
may be in reference to a conscience 
of an inquiree 

A sentence however in which 
one verbally states 
an importance whether a public were present or not 
will indicate a position a belief 
and were a public actual 
an expressions may be interpreted in a way 
which itself may be accurate or inaccurate 
so 
I continue to talk 

This is a filibuster this is a dissertation offense 
nor I am taking questions nor answering them either 

I have never been to a protest 
and as a conscientious objector officially at the age of eighteen when I registered 
for selective service 
at the post office 
does not mean I will consider myself a conscientious objector forward necessarily 

a sentence 

[Capital] 
begins a letter begins what is a statement 

An anonymity of information [punctuation] such as a recipe that sounds tasty 
[punctuation] may or may not be 
tasty [punctuation] 

[Punctuation] 

A subject may be irrelevant if two people are talking at the same time 
and where they meet or where they met 
may or may not be relevant 
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I do not think in words 
I do not think in images 
I do not think in sound 
I do not think in video 

Nor longer a psychology undergraduate having graduated in four years 
and became a psychology practicer as a psychology behavior professional for six months 
before entering an academic education teacher training program inclusive of behavior 
methods 
behavior medicine is not medicine 
a class called foundations of disability 

And later entering an academic decision 
recognized the word foundations 
also education though study of 
philosophy history law 

Following 

Poetry is 

Every poem I have experimented in that I choose to call poem 
is written with twenty six letter 
not including special characters said punctuation 

A question of symbolic forms 
may or may not be visual 
and I have not thought too greatly of  
an other senses including vision itself 
though one thing will mean another 
and is true of twenty six letters as well 

[ † ] 

The representation of science is art 

Whether computer software is material culture 

 A locked door 
 gain entry [question] 
 who is asking 

 Just 
 anchored down in anchorage 
 never been there 

 How far north does the road go 
 are there gas stations 

water in beer 
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Municipal water 
city of madison wisconsin southwest madison near verona and fitchburg 

A statement is a question 

A question mark is a symbolic form 

Because 
the cough is at particular times relevant to context not lung discomfort 
a lower extremities still athletic enough clumsy 
not an animal trainer nor respond to philosophies 
order of the preachers I mention saint bernard I mention saint barnard 

Telemark skiing 
four hundred vertical feet ascending is up the old poma run 

First day an all day clinic afternoon 
the top of chair one yes I enjoy riding chair lifts 
upper ridge 
down 
they were three pin with no cables tua 
waterfall 
moguls on the flat towards tiger 
fell 
forward 

I was there to ski 

Holly clark a different day saw skiing upper ridge 
hello 
hello 
turned a few turns alpine 
I was showing off 
I remember fifth grade you mentioned purgatory lower hades 
returned and said upper hades 

Water in beer 
wort 

Yeast 
mount hood 

academic 
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Will not include a reference now 
and to say 
foundations started in eugene oregon 
on my resume 
master education foundations 
northern arizona university 
nineteen hundred and ninety six 

Twenty one point plus years formal education 

five point plus graduate years 

The difference between fourth tier research 

the difference between first tier research 
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untitled 

Not related to a geopolitic 
lakes 
mountains 
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